The Importance of Dance as a Performance Art
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this Joint Committee on Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
meeting to discuss the importance of Dance as a Performance Art. In Ireland, dance has often been
considered theatre's lesser sibling. However, in recent years, Irish contemporary dance has exploded out of
this shadow to stake its place strongly on the national and global stage - as artists with rich, diverse voices
appear at the world's major festivals and venues and their works feature in lists such as the Guardian’s Best
Dance of the 21st Century.
Arts and culture are cornerstones for a healthy society and dance is an elemental part of that fabric. I would
like to start this presentation with words from our younger audience members as they left the theatre, having
seen David Bolger's THE WOLF AND PETER to emphasise the fact that:

Culture transforms.
Culture is not neutral
The language of dance is universal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FC0OaZzPPl8
CoisCéim is unique in an Irish context in the way that we coherently connect performance and participation
activity to broaden, deepen and diversify the public’s engagement with the performing arts through
contemporary dance. We aim to inspire, challenge, provoke and stimulate and actively seek to collaborate,
to co-produce, to lead and to empower.
Our work is benchmarked with the best in world and David Bolger’s distinctive style on stage, on film and off
site has accessed millions of people, introducing many to the artform for the first time. Projects such as THE
WOLF AND PETER with CREATIVE DANCE TALES; THESE ROOMS and 38 WOMEN clearly show how
an integrated approach can help to embed creative capacity into communities for the long term.
With the support of the department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, through funding from the Arts
Council of Ireland and Culture Ireland, CoisCéim has had an extraordinary five years as we have magnified
and reinforced his reputation as a world class choreographer and that of the company as creators of relevant,
meaningful work of excellent artistic integrity at the forefront of contemporary art practice. THE WOLF
AND PETER has thrilled almost 20,000 children and their families from Sligo to the Sydney Opera House.
Our major four-year co-production THESE ROOMS brought Irish artists back to the London International
Festival of Theatre for the first time in 27 years as well as featuring in 14-18NOW's culmination programme
to mark the centenary of the First World War. It began as an Arts Council of Ireland OPEN CALL national
project for Ireland 2016, winning an Irish Times Irish Theatre award and will culminate at Collins Barracks in
November 2019. BODY LANGUAGE in collaboration with RHA Gallery, enabled over 13,000 people to
encounter contemporary dance in a different context and their response to this work was remarkable.
The primary reason behind these successes was a synergy between funding and programming cycles. Both
THE WOLF AND PETER and THESE ROOMS benefitted from Arts Council advance planning funding
strands. This meant that we were able to initiate and lead collaborations and co-productions with presenters,
festivals and other funders, to allow the full artistic potential of the works to be realised at home and abroad unlocking fascinating opportunities for the future for contemporary dance Made in Ireland.
THESE ROOMS for example brought CoisCéim together with ANU Productions and Dublin Theatre Festival,
LIFT, 14-18NOW, Shoreditch Town Hall, Tate Gallery (Liverpool), National Museum of Ireland, National
Archives of Ireland, FLAC and Culture Ireland, doubling the Arts Council investment in a project with a total
budget of €700,000.
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WHY IS DANCE IMPORTANT.
It is said that over 65% of our communication is non-verbal. There are numerous studies describing the
benefits of seeing and participating in contemporary dance. As David Bolger writes in an interview for our
new production, FRANCIS FOOTWORK, that has its world premiere this evening in Galway. "When we are

infants we are quite proficient at communicating with our bodies. We learn to understand movement as a
language. We learn rhythm from the heartbeat in the womb, and carry forward that sense of rhythm. When
we grow a little older we have lots of energy and move and dance freely. To me it is important to facilitate
dance to youngsters as much as possible. Dancing is a natural feeling, it makes you feel stronger, happier and
is hugely important for our development as adults. It improves communication skills and has only positive
benefits in every aspect of our lives."
Dance is not just an important and fundamental component of the performing arts - it's a core
ingredient for happy, healthy citizens.
-/ends

Supplementary Information
ABOUT COISCÉIM DANCE THEATRE
CoisCéim Dance Theatre is one of Ireland’s leading dance companies. For over 20 years, the company has
presented highly original work world-wide to audiences large and small, onstage and on film. The company has
received many awards and is widely acclaimed for its “excellent...exhilarating... astounding performances”
(The Guardian). In parallel with the performance programme the company conducts an integrated, original
artform awareness and participation initiative through CoisCéim Broadreach.

WEBLINKS TO REFERENCED PROJECTS:
THE WOLF AND PETER | https://coisceim.com/the-wolf-and-peter/
Broadreach | CREATIVE DANCE TALES | https://coisceim.com/creative-dance-tales/
THESE ROOMS | www.theserooms.ie / https://coisceim.com/theserooms/
Broadreach | 38 WOMEN| https://coisceim.com/38-women/
BODY LANGUAGE | https://coisceim.com/body-language-2/
FRANCIS FOOTWORK | https://coisceim.com/francisfootwork/

BIOGRAPHY | DAVID BOLGER | ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
David Bolger is the Artistic Director and co-founder of CoisCéim Dance Theatre. His work has been seen by
millions of people worldwide and has received prestigious awards for its innovation, performance and
choreography. David has directed and choreographed over 20 original productions for CoisCéim, including the
highly lauded THE WOLF AND PETER, BODY LANGUAGE, and most recently the major international coproduction THESE ROOMS (Irish Times Theatre Award, London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT),
Tate Liverpool). His work for the company has been presented at Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival and Peak
Performances in the USA, Spring Loaded (The Place) and the Brighton Festival in the UK, Ten Days on the
Island (Tasmania), Arts Centre Melbourne and Sydney Opera House (Australia). David has received numerous
choreographic commissions for theatre and opera including Druid (Ireland), Spoleto Festival (USA), Guthrie
Theatre (USA), RTÉ (Ireland), National Theatre (UK), Abbey Theatre (Ireland) and Opera Ireland. In 2007,
David was elected to membership of Aosdána, which honours artists whose work has made an outstanding
contribution to the Arts in Ireland.

FIND OUT MORE: www.coisceim.com
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